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Normalized Controller Reduction With A Priori Error
Bounds

Haitham M. H. El-Zobaidi, Imad M. Jaimoukha, and
David J. N. Limebeer

Abstract—This note describes an approach to the reduction of con-
trollers for the normalized coprime factor robustness problem as well as
the normalized problem. It is shown that a relative error approxi-
mation of a coprime factor representation of any suboptimal controller
leads to a stability guarantee and an upper bound on the performance
degradation when the reduced order controller is implemented. When
the approximation is performed on the controller generator, guaranteed
a priori stability and performance bounds are obtained in terms of the
synthesis Riccati equation solutions of the normalized control
problems.

Index Terms—Controller reduction, control.

I. INTRODUCTION

This note considers the order reduction of controllers for the nor-
malizedH1 design techniques of [11] and [12]. We show that if the
inverse-weighted balanced truncation technique of [15] is applied to the
generatorof all (suboptimal) normalizedH1 controllers, one may in-
duce a reduction on the coprime factors of the central controller. When
this reduced order controller is implemented, we obtain guaranteeda
priori stability and performance degradation bounds (a priori in the
sense that they depend only on the performance level and the solutions
of the synthesis Riccati equations). Despite the intense interest in ob-
taining reduced orderH1 controllers with guaranteeda priori bounds
(in the above sense) these efforts have hitherto only been partially suc-
cessful.

Generally, linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) andH1 controllers
are of high order and are therefore impractical to implement [1] and
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approximating such controllers is usually treated as an independent
problem. The approximation approach is to apply one of the well
known model reduction techniques to the controller, and then infera
posteriori the impact of the reduction process on closed-loop stability
and performance. While the use of the synthesis Riccati equation
solutions has already been suggested [10], [12], these ideas have not
so far been translated into a method with an underpinning theoretical
basis. For the normalized LQG andH1 problems, controller reduction
based on balancing with respect to the synthesis Riccati equation
solutions are known to work in practice, but noa priori bounds have
been provided which justify the method.

This note is a generalization of the controller reduction procedure
in [9] where the filtering and control Riccati equation solutions for
the normalized LQG problem are shown to be equal to the controlla-
bility and observability Gramians of the left and right coprime factor-
izations of the plant and controller, respectively. The approach is based
on solving a normalized LQG problem and then using ana posteriori
bound on theH1 norm of the normalized closed-loop transfer ma-
trix to obtain a condition for closed-loop stability and an upper bound
on the performance degradation. A major contribution of [9] is to em-
phasize the relevance of relative controller reduction to closed-loop
controller approximation when the controller is represented in coprime
factor form.

Motivated by [9], model and controller reduction procedures were
developed in [5] for multi-objective synthesis problems using linear
matrix inequality (LMI) techniques. Guaranteeda priori bounds were
obtained using augmented coprime factorizations of the model and con-
troller that utilized the closed-loop Riccati inequalities. These bounds
were used to derive conditions on stability and performance degrada-
tion similar to the ones developed here.

Related to this work is that in [4] and [8] where the emphasis is
on performance preserving controller reduction, rather than bounding
the performance degradation resulting from a controller reduction step.
The coprime factor controller reduction problem was investigated in
[16] where an additive reduction formulation was used to derivea pos-
teriori conditions on the stability and performance degradation of the
normalized closed-loop that are tighter than those in [11]. In contrast,
our approach demonstrates that if the inverse-weighted balanced trun-
cation technique is used, it is possible to obtaina priori conditions for
stability and bounds on the performance degradation.

The notation used is standard and follows that of [17], except that
real rational transfer functions will be represented by boldface letters
with the dependence ons mostly suppressed.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review the relative error model reduction
problem [15]. For a transfer matrixGGG, the relative approximation
of GGG is defined asĜGG = (I + �)GGG where� is the relative error
function. This problem is a special case of the frequency-weighted
model reduction problem [7] where the model is frequency weighted
using its own inverse. In the sequel, we make extensive use of the
following result, which is a generalization of the inverse-weighted
model reduction method of [15], and givesa priori error bound for
the relative model approximation.

Theorem II.1: LetGGG
s

=(A;B;C;D) 2 RH1 be square and min-
imum phase and assume also that detD 6= 0 so thatGGG�1

s

=(A �
BD�1C;BD�1;�D�1C;D�1) is defined. LetP = P 0

� 0 and
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Fig. 1. Normalized coprime factor feedback cofiguration.

Q = Q0 � 0 be generalized controllability and observability Gramians
of the realizations ofGGG�1 andGGG, respectively, so that

A�BD�1C)P + P (A�BD�1C
0

+ BD�1 BD�1 0

� 0

A0Q+QA+ C 0C � 0: (1)

Suppose that the realization forGGG is inverse-weighted balanced, so that

P = Q =diag �1Is ; . . . ; �rIs ; �r+1Is ; . . . ; �NIs

=diag(�1;�2); �1 > � � � > �N � 0 (2)

and that it is partitioned compatibly with�1 and�2 as

GGG
s
=

A11 A12 B1

A21 A22 B2

C1 C2 D

:

ThenĜGG :
s
=(A11; B1; C1;D) = (I +�)GGG is stable and minimum

phase where� 2 RH1 satisfiesk�k1 � � with

� := �1 +

N

i=r+1

1 + 2�i 1 + �2
i
+ 2�2i (3):

Proof: The theorem is a modification of Lemma 2 in [15] (re-
placing (1) by equalities andGGG byGGGT ).

III. N ORMALIZED COPRIMEFACTORH1 CONTROLLERREDUCTION

In this section, we derive guaranteeda priori stability and perfor-
mance bounds when a normalized coprime factorH1 controller [11]
is replaced by a reduced-order approximation.

Let GGG be a given plant and consider the normalized feed-
back configuration shown in Fig. 1 [11], [17]. The closed-loop
transfer matrix from wT

1 w
T

2

T

to zT1 z
T

2

T

is given by

H(GGG;KKK) = KKKT I
T

(I �GGGKKK)�1 [�GGG I]: For any > opt =
inffkH(GGG;KKK)k1 : KKK stabilizesGGGg, the suboptimalH1 control
problem is to find all internally stabilizing controllersKKK such that
kH(GGG;KKK)k1 � . Any suchKKK is called a-suboptimal controller.
The next lemma summarizes the solution of the suboptimal problem
[11], [17].

Lemma III.1: Let GGG have a minimal state-space realization
GGG

s
=(A;B;C; 0). Then there exist unique, stabilizing, positive

definite solutionsX2 andY2 to the algebraic Riccati equations

A0X2 +X2A�X2BB
0X2 + C 0C =0 (4)

AY2 + Y2A
0 � Y2C

0CY2 +BB0 =0 (5)

respectively, andopt = 1 + �max(X2Y2) � 1. For any >

opt � 1 define� := 1� �2 so that0 < � � 1 andZ =

I � �2��2Y2X2
�1

. Then all-suboptimal controllers are given
by

KKK =(�11QQQ+�12)(�21QQQ+�22)
�1

QQQ 2RH1 kQQQk1 <  (6)

where

� =
�11 �12

�21 �22

s
=

A�BB0X2 ZB ��1ZY2C
0

���2B0X2 I 0

�Y �2C 0 ��1I

2 RH1 (7)

�
�1 s=

Z(A� Y2C
0C)Z�1 ZB ZY2C

0

��2B0X2 I 0

���1C 0 �I

2 RH1:

(8)

Proof: The proof can be found in a slightly different form in [11].
TheA-matrix for��1 is obtained from the realization of� using (4)
and (5) and the fact thatA�Y2C 0C = (I+Y2X2)(A�BB

0X2)(I+
Y2X2)

�1 [3].
Remark III.1: TakingQQQ = 0 in (6) gives the central controller in

the form of the right coprime factorizationKKK11 = �12�
�1
22

s
=(A �

BB0X2 � ��2ZY2C
0C;ZY2C

0;���2B0X2; 0).
The following result shows that we can perform a relative reduction

on a coprime factorization of any-suboptimal controllerKKK. It is sim-
ilar to the one stated by [9], except that the coprime factorization ofGGG
is not required. It is also given in a form that allows a feedback inter-
pretation of the relative error function.

Theorem III.1: Let KKK be a-suboptimal controller forGGG. Sup-
pose thatKKK = UUUVVV �1 is a right coprime factorization ofKKK and let

ÛUU
T

V̂VV
T T

= (I + �) UUUTVVV T T

be a relative approximation of

UUUTVVV T T

. DefineK̂KK = ÛUUV̂VV
�1

. Then

1) H GGG; K̂KK = (I +�)H(GGG;KKK) [I +�H(GGG;KKK)]�1;

2) if � 2 RH1 andk�k1 < �1 thenH GGG; K̂KK 2 RH1

andkH GGG; K̂KK k1 < (=1� k�k1).

Proof: This follows from [9] and the fact that

H(GGG;KKK)�H(GGG; K̂KK)

= H(GGG;KKK)� (I +�)H(GGG;KKK)[I +�H(GGG;KKK)]�1

= [H(GGG;KKK)� I]�H(GGG;KKK)[I +�H(GGG;KKK)]�1: (9)

The effect of relative controller reduction on the closed loop is shown
in Fig. 2. Note that the stability condition and the bound on perfor-
mance degradations require the evaluation ofk�k1. The following
result gives ana priori bound onk�k1 by using the inverse-weighted
balanced truncation method of Theorem II.1 on the controller gener-
ator�.

Theorem III.2: Let all variables be as defined in Lemma III.1. Let
P = P 0 � 0 be the controllability Gramian of the realization of��1

in (8) and letQ = Q0 � 0 be the observability Gramian of the realiza-
tion of� in (7) so that

Z A � Y2C
0C Z�1 P + P Z A� Y2C

0C Z�1
0

+ ZBB0Z 0 + ZY2C
0CY2Z

0 = 0

A �BB0X2
0

Q+Q(A�BB0X2)

+ ��4X2BB
0X2 + ��4C 0C = 0:
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Fig. 2. Normalized feedback configuration perturbation.

ThenP = ZY2Z
0 andQ = ��4X2. Suppose that the realization for�

is inverse-weighted balanced, so that (2) holds, and that it is partitioned
compatibly with�1 and�2 as

�
s

=

A11 A12 B1

A21 A22 B2

C1 C2 D�

(10)

whereD� = diag(I; �I). Then

�̂ =
�̂11 �̂12

�̂21 �̂22

s

= A11 B1

C1 D�

(11)

is stable and minimum phase and̂� = (I + �)� where� 2
RH1 satisfiesk�k1 � � where � is defined in (3) and�2i =
��4�2i (1� 

�2��2�2i )
�2, where�21 ; . . . ; �

2
N are the (distinct) eigen-

values ofX2Y2.
Proof: The theorem follows from a simple manipulation of (4)

and (5) and Theorem II.1.
Let�̂ = (I+�)�, with k�k1 � �, be obtained using the relative

reduction procedure of Theorem III.2 so that̂�T

12�̂
T

22

T

= (I +

�) �T

12�
T

22

T

. If we take UUUTVVV T T

= �
T

12�
T

22

T

in Theorem
III.1 , we can give a controller reduction procedure with guaranteeda
priori stability and performance bounds.

Corollary III.1: Let all variables be as defined in Lemma III.1 and
letKKK11 = �12�

�1
22 be the central controller defined in Remark III.1.

Suppose thatT is an inverse-weighted balancing transformation for�
so that

T
�1
ZY2Z

0

T
�1 0

= �
�4
T
0

X2T

= diag �1Is ; . . . ; �rIs ; �r+1Is ; . . . ; �NIs

= diag(�1;�2)

with �1 > � � � > �N � 0. Apply the similarity transformationT to
KKK11 and partition compatibly with�1 and�2 as shown in the first

Fig. 3. Normalized configuration for Section IV.

equation at the bottom of the page. Define the reduced order controller
K̂KK11 := �̂12�̂

�1
22

s
= Â11; B̂1; Ĉ1; 0 . ThenH(GGG; K̂KK11) is stable if

� < 1, in which case

kH(GGG; K̂KK11)k1 <


1� �
:

IV. NORMALIZED H1 CONTROLLER REDUCTION

In this section, we derive guaranteeda priori stability and perfor-
mance bounds when a normalizedH1 controller [12], [13] is replaced
by a reduced-order approximation. This is a slightly modified normal-
izedH1 control problem compared to the one in Section III and is
shown in Fig. 3.

Let GGG be a given plant. The closed-loop transfer matrix from
wT

1 wT

2

T

to zT1 zT2
T

is given by �H(GGG;KKK) = H(GGG;KKK) + J

whereJ := diag(0;�I). The next lemma summarizes the solution of
the suboptimal problem [12], [17].

Lemma IV.1: Let GGG have a minimal
state-space realization GGG

s
=(A;B;C; 0). For any

 > opt := inf k �H(GGG;KKK)k1 : KKK stabilizesGGG there exist
unique, stabilizing, positive–definite solutionsX1 and Y1 to the
algebraic Riccati equations

A
0

X1 +X1A+ C
0

C � 1� 
�2

X1BB
0

X1 =0

(12)

AY1 + Y1A
0 +BB

0 � 1� 
�2

Y1C
0

CY1 =0

(13)

with �max(X1Y1) < 2. Let Z1 = (I � �2Y1X1)�1. Then
all -suboptimal controllers are given as (6) where (14) and (15) at the
bottom of the next page hold true.

Proof: The proof can be found in [12], [17]. The realizations for
�;��1 are obtained from [17] since the normalized problem in Fig. 3
corresponds to a generalized regulator problem

PPP
s
=

A �BDT

12 B

DT

21C 0 D12

C D21 0

whereDT

12 = [ I 0 ] andD21 = [ 0 I ]. For this generalized plant,
[17] gives the central controller, as shown in the first equation at the

KKK11
s
=

T�1 A �BB0X2 � ��2ZY2C
0C T T�1ZY2C

0

���2B0X2T 0

s
=:

Â11 Â12 B̂1

Â21 Â22 B̂2

Ĉ1 Ĉ2 0

:
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bottom of the page. TheA-matrix for��1 in (15) is obtained from the
realization of� as

A� (1� �2)BB0X1 + Z1BB
0X1 � Z1Y1C

0C

= Z1 A � (1� �2)Y1C
0C Z�1

1

where the second expression is obtained using the fact that

A� (1� �2)2BB0X1 � Z1Y1C
0C

= Z A�BB0X1Z1 � (1� �2)Y1C
0C Z�1

1 :

The implications of performing a relative reduction on a coprime
factorization of any-suboptimal controllerKKK is analyzed in the fol-
lowing theorem.

Theorem IV.1: Let KKK be any-suboptimal controller forGGG. Sup-
pose thatKKK = UUUVVV �1 is a right coprime factorization ofKKK and let

ÛUU
T

V̂VV
T T

= (I + �) UUUTVVV T T

be a relative approximation of

UUUTVVV T T

. DefineK̂KK = ÛUUV̂VV
�1

. Then

1) �H(GGG; K̂KK) = �H(GGG;KKK)� �J�H(GGG;KKK) [I +�H(GGG;KKK)]�1

where �J = diag(�I; 0).
2) If k�k1 < (1 + )�1 and
� 2 RH1 then �H(GGG; K̂KK) 2 RH1 and
k �H(GGG; K̂KK)k1 < ( + (1 + )k�k1)=(1� (1 + )k�k1).

Proof: The proof follows from Theorem III.1 on noting that
�H(GGG;KKK) = H(GGG;KKK) + J and

�H(GGG;KKK)� �H(GGG; K̂KK)

= [H(GGG;KKK)� I]�H(GGG;KKK)[I +�H(GGG;KKK)]�1

= [ �H(GGG;KKK) + �J ]�H(GGG;KKK)[I +�H(GGG;KKK)]�1:

For the remainder of this section, we assume that >
maxf1; optg. This is not a severe restriction sinceopt < 1
if and only if GGG is stable and has Hankel norm less than 1 [13].
The following result gives ana priori bound onk�k1 using the
inverse-weighted balanced truncation method of Theorem II.1 on the
generator� and is similar to Theorem III.2.

Theorem IV.2: Let all variables be as defined in Lemma IV.1. Sup-
pose that > maxf1; optg and define� := 1� �2 so that

0 < � � 1. LetP = P 0 � 0 be a generalized controllability Gramian
of the realization of��1 in (15) andQ = Q0 � 0 be a generalized
observability Gramian of the realization of� in (14) so that

Z1 A � �2Y1C
0C Z�1

1 P

+ P Z1 A� �2Y1C
0C Z�1

1

0

+ Z1BB
0Z 01

+ Z1Y1C
0CY1Z

0

1 � 0

A� �2BB0X1
0

Q+Q A � �2BB0X1

+X1BB
0X1 + C 0C � 0:

Then

1) the generalized GramiansP andQ can be taken as

P =��2Z1Y1Z
0

1 (16)

Q =��2X1; (17)

2) suppose that the realization for� is inverse-weighted balanced,
so that (2) holds, and that it is partitioned compatibly with�1

and�2 as (10). Then�̂ in (11) is stable and minimum phase
and�̂ = (I +�)� where� 2 RH1 satisfiesk�k1 � �
and� is defined in (3) with�2i = ��4�2i (1� �2�2i )

�2 where
�21 ; . . . ; �

2
N are the (distinct) eigenvalues ofX1Y1.

Proof:

1) Rearranging (12) and multiplying by��2 gives

A � �2BB0X1
0

��2X1 + ��2X1(A� �2BB0X1)

+X1BB
0X1 + ��2C 0C = 0:

This proves (17) since��2 � 1. Rearranging (13), pre- and post-
multiplying by��1Z1 and��1Z 01, respectively

A1�
�2Z1Y1Z

0

1 + ��2Z1Y1Z
0

1A
0

1

+��2Z1BB
0Z 01 + Z1Y1C

0CY1Z
0

1 = 0

whereA1 = Z1(A � �2Y1C
0C)Z�1

1 . This proves (16) since
��2 � 1.

2) This is a straightforward application of Theorem II.1.
Similar to Corollary III.1, we use Theorems III.1 and IV.2 to give

a controller reduction procedure with guaranteeda priori stability and
performance bounds.

� =
�11 �12

�21 �22

s
=

A� 1� �2 BB0X1 Z1B Z1Y1C
0

�B0X1 I 0

C 0 I

2 RH1 (14)

�
�1 s

=

Z1 A� 1� �2 Y1C
0C Z�1

1 Z1B Z1Y1C
0

B0X1 I 0

�C 0 I

2 RH1: (15)

KKK11 = �12�
�1
22

s
=

A� 1� �2 BB0X1 � Z1Y1C
0C Z1Y1C

0

�B0X1 0

:
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TABLE I
kH(GGG; K̂KK)k : U -CLOSED-LOOPSYSTEM IS UNSTABLE

Corollary IV.1: Let all variables be as define in Theorem IV.2 and
let KKK11 = �12�

�1

22 be the central controller. Suppose thatT is an
inverse-weighted balancing transformation for� so that

�
�2
T
�1
Z1Y1Z

0

1(T�1)0

= �
�2
T
0

X1T

= diag(�1Is ; . . . ; �rIs ; �r+1Is ; . . . ; �NIs )

= diag(�1;�2)

with �1 > � � � > �N � 0. Apply the similarity transformationT to
KKK11 and partition compatibly with�1 and�2 as shown in the second
equation at the bottom of the page. Define the reduced controller
K̂KK11 = �̂12�̂

�1

22

s
=(Â11; B̂1; Ĉ1; 0). Then �H(GGG; K̂KK11) 2 RH1 if

� < (1 + )�1 in which case

k �H(GGG; K̂KK11)k1 <
 + (1 + )�

1� (1 + )�
:

Remark IV.1: There are two sources of conservatism in the stability
condition and performance degradation bound for�H(GGG; K̂KK) compared
to H(GGG; K̂KK). First, the bounds that are derived are related to( + 1)
rather than. Second, thea priori bound onk�k1 uses the general-
ized GramiansP andQwhich satisfy the inequalities of Theorem IV.2.
However, in practice, that conservatism does not reflect on the quality
of the controller approximation.

Remark IV.2: It is interesting to note that in the limit ! 1, we
haveX1 ! X2; Y1 ! Y2 andZ1 ! I [13]. Thus the normalized
H1 control problem reduces to the normalized LQG problem. That is,
KKK11 is the unique stabilizing controller that minimizesk �H(GGG;KKK)k2.
When this controller is approximated using the method given in this

section, we can use Theorem IV.1 to write the stability condition as
1 + k �H(GGG;KKK11)k1 < ��1 and the performance bound as

k �H(GGG; K̂KK11)k2

<
k �H(GGG;KKK11)k2 + k�k2(1 + k �H(GGG;KKK11)k1)

1� (1 + k �H(GGG;KKK11)k1)�)

provided that1+k �H(GGG;KKK11)k1 < ��1, wherek �H(GGG;KKK11)k1 and
k�k2 need to be calculateda posteriori. This can be considered as a
justification for the LQG-based balance-and-truncate method of [10].
If kH(GGG;KKK11)k1 is calculated instead, then (9) shows that the sta-
bility condition becomeskH(GGG;KKK11)k1 < ��1 and the performance
bound becomes

k �H(GGG; K̂KK11)k2 <
k �H(GGG;KKK11)k2 + k�k2kH(GGG;KKK11)k1

1� kH(GGG;KKK11)k1�

which reproduces the controller reduction results of [9] (see [9,
Th. 17]).

V. EXAMPLE

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the controller reduction proce-
dure we consider synthesizing a reduced-orderH1 controller for the
HIMAT vehicle taken from the�-Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox [2].
The model consists of two-input, two-output and four states that rep-
resents a scaled, linearized plant of a remotely piloted vehicle version
of an advanced fighter. We used the same weighting functions for the
loop shaping design suggested in [2].

For the normalized coprime factor design case we used = 2:2952
to synthesize a 6-th orderH1 -suboptimal controller which is re-
duced using several methods and compared to the approach given here
and the results are listed in Table I (see [4] and [17] for details of these

KKK11

s

=
T�1 A�B2BB0X1 � Z1Y1C

0C T T�1Z1Y1C
0

�B0X1T 0

s

=:

Â11 Â12 B̂1

Â21 Â22 B̂2

Ĉ1 Ĉ2 0

:
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TABLE II
REDUCED ORDER CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE

TABLE III
k �H(GGG; K̂KK)k : U -CLOSED-LOOPSYSTEM IS UNSTABLE

TABLE IV
REDUCED ORDER CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE

methods). Table I indicates that our approach seems to perform better
than any of the other procedures. Table II givesk�k1, its upper bound
�, estimates forkH(GGG; K̂KK)k1 usingk�k1 and�, and compares the
estimates with the actual value ofkH(GGG; K̂KK)k1. The table demon-
strates that the bounds suggested are good indicators for the quality of
the truncation when the controller is moderately reduced. The higher
the level of truncation, the more conservative the bound on performance
degradation.

The design was repeated for the normalizedH1 case with = 2:32
and Table III summarizes the results. Similar conclusions can be drawn
as in the normalized coprime factors case for the quality of the con-
troller reduction. Table IV indicates that whenk�k1 or its bound�
is large, then the bound on performance degradation is quite conserva-
tive. Tables I and III show that, apart from providinga priori stability
and error bounds, the quality of our approximation is at least as good as
any of the other techniques. Using the energy propagation concept in-
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troduced by [14], and applied to the closed-loop model reduction algo-
rithm of [6], it can be shown that the eigenvalues of the Gramians used
in our controller balancing and truncation have a controller input/output
energy interpretation.

VI. CONCLUSION

It is shown that the Gramians (or generalized Gramians) for the nor-
malized controller generator� are given in terms of the synthesis Ric-
cati equation solutions. This is exploited to give ana priori upper bound
on the relative error when the inverse-balanced truncation technique is
used to approximate�. This approximation induces a relative reduc-
tion on the coprime factors of the normalized central controller. Com-
bined with the bound on the relative approximation error, this gives
guaranteeda priori bounds on closed-loop stability and performance
degradation. A theoretical justification for controller reduction tech-
niques based on balancing with respect to the synthesis Riccati solu-
tions is thus established. The technique also provides an intimate link
between the controller synthesis and controller reduction problems.
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An Improved Version of the Singularity-Induced
Bifurcation Theorem

Yang Lijun and Tang Yun

Abstract—It has been shown recently that there is a new type of codi-
mension one bifurcation, called the singularity-induced bifurcation (SIB)
arising in parameter dependent differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) of
the form _ = and 0 = , and which occurs generically when an equi-
librium path of the DAE crosses the singular surface defined by = 0

and det = 0. The SIB refers to a stability change of the DAE owing
to some eigenvalue of a related linearization diverging to infinity when the
jacobian is singular. In this article an improved version (Theorem 1.1)
of the SIB theorem with its simple proof is given, based on a decomposition
theorem (Theorem 2.1) of parameter dependent polynomials.

Index Terms—Differential-algebraic equation (DAE), parameter depen-
dent polynomial, singularity-induced bifurcation (SIB).

I. INTRODUCTION

Parameter dependent differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) of the
form

_x = f(x; y; �) f : n
�

m
�

p
!

n

0 = g(x; y; �) g : n
�

m
�

p
!

m
(1.1)

are widely used to model the dynamics of physical systems, for ex-
ample, power systems, nonlinear circuits, robotics and so on. It has
been shown recently that there are generically three types of codi-
mension one local bifurcation associated with the DAE (1.1), namely
saddle-node, Hopf, and the singularity-induced bifurcation (SIB), see
[2] and [3]. The last one is a new type of bifurcation and does not
occur in usual ordinary differential equation (ODE) systems. Roughly
speaking, the SIB refers to a stability change of the DAE (1.1) owing to
some eigenvalues of a related linearizationfx� fyg

�1

y gx diverging to
infinity when the jacobiangy is singular. One of the important conse-
quences of the SIB is that it leads to relaxation oscillations of singularly
perturbed ODEs [3], [5].

The SIB was first presented and analyzed by Venkatasubramanian
et al. in [2] and [3]. They proved the SIB theorem by the approach of
the center manifold theory applied to an ODE associated with the DAE
(1.1). The proof is quite complicated so that it was only outlined in [2]
and [3]. Beardmore devotes the fourth chapter of his dissertation [1] to
a long elementary proof of the SIB theorem.

The aim of this note is to give an improved version, Theorem 1.1, of
the SIB theorem and its simple proof. The improved version requires
weaker assumptions however has stronger conclusions than that of the
original SIB theorem [2, Th. 3, p. 1999], see Remark 1.2. We derive the
improved version from a decomposition theorem (Theorem 2.1), while
the latter easily follows from the implicit function theorem. Therefore,
the proof presented here is much shorter and more transparent. In our
opinion, the decomposition theorem reveals the nature of the SIB phe-
nomenon quite well and is also interesting in its own right.

Now we introduce the improved version of the SIB theorem. Let (x0,
y0, �0) be an equilibrium of the DAE (1.1). If the Jacobiangy is non-
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